‘with the garden in mind…’

The garden you imagine…
…when you close your eyes can bear little
or no resemblance to that outside your
window but you know that creating such a
place is beyond your own capability and you
just don’t know where to start.
A good idea is to enlist the help of an
experienced garden designer, who will
expertly combine their vision with your own
ideas, to formulate a design that suits both
your lifestyle and budget.

How do designers work?

The process begins with a consultation…
During this informal meeting, the designer

Once you have considered your options and

Finally a design will be created, containing

will encourage you to express and discuss

you decide to proceed with the design, you

all the relevant information and advice that

any ideas you may have for your garden and

will be asked to pay a deposit, relative to the

you will need to transform the space into the

the completion of a simple questionnaire will

cost of the final design.

garden of your dreams.

allow you to explore options you may not
have even deemed possible.
The designer will view the garden and after
careful consideration of your requirements
prepare a quotation for your plan.

The designer will then arrange to carry out a
survey of your garden; detailing all aspects of
the site, from its size to the nature of the soil.

Which plan will I need?

There are various types of plan available to suit your requirements…
Layout Plan

Layout Plans for Smaller Features

Planting Plan

This is a detailed plan of all the main design

These are ideal if you are looking to create

A comprehensive plan giving full detail of all

features in your garden, including seating

a new feature within an existing garden,

areas, pathways, water features, lawn and

without encompassing the whole site, for

the chosen plants and their position within
your existing, or re-shaped borders.

borders. General guidelines for planting

example: an extended seating area, or

are given but finer plant detail is left to the

perhaps a water feature.

clients discretion. Concept sketches will
be presented for your approval prior to the
designer undertaking the final plan and you
will be provided with an estimate for the
construction project at this stage.

Other services:• Consultation and outline sketches

• Planting

• Construction drawings

• Advice on plant maintenance

• Three-dimensional drawings

• Follow-up visits

• Project supervision

• Postal design service
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